
   Class Notes 

Class:   V Topic:  Chapter 8 (continuation) 
( To be done in the computer notebook ) 

Subject:   COMPUTER 
 

 

A. Explain the following options found in Refine group: 

 

1. Kind 
Ans) Here we can specify what do we actually want to search. 

You can search from various options displayed in the list, like 

Movie, Music, Picture, Document etc. 

2. Date Modified 

Ans) We can search files and folders based on the date 

modified.  We can select the required option from the date 

modified drop down menu.   

The various options displayed are : 

I) Today 

II) Yesterday 

III) This week 

IV) Last week 

V) This month 

VI) Last month 

VII) This year 

VIII) Last year 

We can also specify a specific date or date range by clicking in 

the search box. 

 

3.Size 

Ans) We can search files based on the file size too.  By default 

the size drop down menu provides seven different options: 

I) Empty(0 KB) 

II) Tiny(0-10KB) 

III)Small(10-100KB) 



IV)Medium(100KB-1MB) 

V)Large(1-16MB) 

VI)Huge(16-128MB) 

VII)Gigantic(>128MB) 

 
4)Other Properties 
Ans)We can use this option to provide additional filters like 
type, name, author, title etc 
 
B) Describe wildcards.  How many wildcard characters are there? 
What is the difference between them? 
Ans) If we know only part of the filename, we can use wildcard 
characters to locate all files and folders that include the 
specified part in the name.  These are used to represent one or 
more characters when you are searching for files/folders.  
Wildcard characters are often used when you do not know the 
exact name of files/folders. 
 
There are two wild card characters:  
I) Asterisk(*) 
II) Question mark(?) 
Asterisk is used as a substitute for zero or more characters 
whereas Question mark is used as a substitute for a single 
character in a file name. 
 
C. If you have to find all files and folders beginning with the 
alphabet ‘F’ and ending with the alphabet ‘S’, which wildcard 
shall you use and why? 
Ans) To search all files and folders beginning with the alphabet 
‘F’ and ending with the alphabet ‘S’ we should use Asterisk(*) . 
We should use F*S.  
 
 

Note: This content is prepared absolutely from home 
 


